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KS-058 Baby Offset Arm
The 380mm Baby Offset Arm with two baby pins and one baby receiver, mounts on a baby stand 
where a light cannot be placed as close as desired to a subject or need to come over the top of 
the set to hide the stand behind a set wall. Caution: When offsetting a light also offsets the weight, 
it is necessary to place a sandbag or counterweight to prevent the tipping of the stand.

KS-059 Junior Offset Arm
The 470mm Junior Offset Arm with a junior pin and receiver, offset a large light fixture from its stand. 
Mounts to a stand with a junior pin top, with junior receiver which light can be mounted either over or 
under way (a safety linchpin is attached). 

KCP-808 Baby Side Arm
Baby side arm with heavy duty coupler fits on diameters from 40-52mm tube with total length 380mm
and double baby pins. This enables you to position of a light head or grip head at a lower position or 
mounts an additional light without the need for another stand.

KCP-809 Junior Side Arm
A heavy duty couplers with 380mm side arm and junior receiver which allow offsetting or adding 
a large light fixture on a stand either over or under way (a safety linchpin is attached).
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KCP-806 Side Arm with Baby Pin/ Receiver 
The same function as KCP-808 but specially design for tube size from 31cm (1.25’’ ) to 38cm (1.50’’ ). 
For example, it can fit into C-stand tube size 35 mm (1.4’’ ).  With the welding adapters included one 
baby pin and baby receiver, it offers the flexibility of connecting the small lighting fixture with the baby 
pin and other accessories with the baby receiver.  

KCP-300 Articulated Arm
Articulated arm to lock and hold small lighting and effects in accurate position.
The end socket is a 5/8" baby pin on the outside which can hold small lighting fixture. 
The inside is a 3/8"-16 thread which will accept the standard dot and camera accessories.
Weight: 0.86kg

KS-019 Swivel Extension Arm w/5/8’’ Receiver
A mini extension arm with 5/8’’ baby receiver and a hexagonal stud on the other side for fitting into Convi 
clamp. The double ball elbow joint offering the ability to articulate the two sides in any directions.

KD-735P Mini Flex Arm with Alligator Clip  
The Mini Flex Arm with Alligatoe Clip is a flexible arm with a 3/8’’ -16 female thread tapped inside
A baby 5/8’’ (16mm) stud on one side and an alligator clip on the other. It’ s the perfect accceeory 
to hold small items such as a mini flag or reflector. It’ s 11.4’’ ( 29cm) in length.
 

ht: 0.86kg
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